[1] A parameterization for the influences of the deposition coefficient (a d ) and, therefore, surface kinetics on ice crystal vapor growth in bulk microphysical models is derived. The parameterization is developed by considering three distinct growth regimes, each of which depends on the mean size of the ice crystals: inefficient growth in which surface kinetics dominate vapor growth, efficient growth in which diffusion dominates vapor growth, and an intermediate regime in which both surface kinetics and diffusion are important. Analytical solutions to the distribution-integrated vapor growth equations are derived for the inefficient and efficient growth regimes, whereas a plausible approximation is suggested for the intermediate growth regime. Use in a numerical cloud model requires a method to choose between the growth regimes, and we show that the kinetic length scale can be used for this purpose. The parameterization is used in eddy-resolving simulations of a warm and unstable cirrus case. Simulation results tend to match prior microphysical studies: cirrus microphysics are insensitive to a d if a d > 0.1, whereas lower values of a d produce relatively high ice concentrations and ice supersaturations. Our simulations suggest that large changes in cirrus structure and dynamics occur when a d becomes lower than $0.05. When growth is this inefficient, ice concentrations are high and precipitation rates are low, which leads to a cirrocumulus-like structure over time. The dynamic motions in these clouds are driven primarily by infrared cloud top cooling and cloud base warming. At larger values of a d (>0.05), the more efficient vapor growth leads to lower ice concentrations and larger precipitation rates. This causes the initially layered cirrus to transition into cirrus uncinus with precipitation tails. The cloud fraction in this case is low, with lifetimes almost 6 hours less than in the cases with inefficient growth (a d < 0.05).
Introduction
[2] The growth of ice is a key process affecting the macrophysical evolution of atmospheric ''cold clouds.'' Unlike liquid drops, ice crystals can grow to large sizes by vapor deposition alone. Consequently, vapor growth leads to crystal sizes that exceed the threshold for collection and sedimentation. Vapor growth thus links microphysics and precipitation processes to cloud evolution (through mass loss and buoyancy changes). Whereas the vapor growth of ice is clearly important for cold cloud evolution, gaps exist in our knowledge about the rates and mechanisms involved. Uncertainties in interlinked, but basic microphysical processes lead directly to large variability in predicted cloud structure and lifetime [Starr and Cox, 1985a, 1985b; Harrington et al., 1999; Starr et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2003] .
[3] Incomplete knowledge of basic physical processes is particularly pernicious for studies of cirrus clouds because such clouds can be long-lived, physically thin systems that are sensitive to microphysical growth processes [e.g., Starr et al., 2000] . The differences in various model-parameterized rates of sedimentation and growth by themselves produce vastly different cirrus evolution scenarios. Interlinked uncertainties compound the problem and lead to nonlinear effects. Homogeneous freezing of cloud and solution drops depends strongly on the temperature, water activity and hence the concentration of excess vapor [e.g., Koop et al., 2000] . Heterogeneous nucleation depends additionally on the concentration, type, and structure of the ice nucleus population [e.g., Pruppacher and Klett, 1997, pp. 309 -354] . The concentration of excess vapor depends, in turn, on the nucleated concentration of crystals and their ability to take up the excess vapor [Lin et al., 2002 [Lin et al., , 2003 Khvorostyanov et al., 2006] , competition that is critical for the simulation of cirrus. For instance, recent observations show that many cirrus, even optically thin cirrostratus, can have relatively high concentrations of small ice crystals [Ström et al., 1997; Gayet et al., 2002; Garrett et al., 2003 ] and regions of high supersaturations [Gao et al., 2004; Jensen et al., 2005] . These observations can be reproduced in cloud models by including strong gravity waves and turbulence [Jensen and Pfister, 2004] , which allows for a large vapor source and high ice nucleation rates [Jensen and Pfister, 2004; Hoyle et al., 2005] . On the other hand, imposing kinetic limitations to ice crystal growth in cloud models can also reproduce these results. Low values of the deposition coefficient (a d ) slow the early growth of ice which causes longer supersaturation relaxation timescales [Spichtinger et al., 2004] and can lead to regions of higher ice supersaturations [Khvorostyanov et al., 2006] . In turn, higher ice supersaturations can lead to higher ice nucleation rates [Lin et al., 1998; Gierens et al., 2003; Khvorostyanov et al., 2006] . It must be kept in mind that there is a competition between nucleation and increasing supersaturation. Dynamic and microphysical processes work in tandem to determine the microphysical and macrophysical evolution of a cloud system, so deconvolving such processes can be difficult.
[4] Relatively recent measurements suggest that the deposition coefficient for ice is quite small (a d $ 0.005) at typical cirrus temperatures (T $ À50°C) and at relatively low supersaturations, indicating that ice vapor growth is strongly limited by surface kinetics under some conditions [Magee et al., 2006] . However, it must be kept in mind that it is unlikely that the deposition coefficient is a constant value. Evidence exists to suggest that a d depends not only on temperature, but also on supersaturation and particle size [e.g., Sei and Gonda, 1989; Lamb and Chen, 1995; Nelson and Knight, 1996; Libbrecth, 2003] . A full parameterization of surface kinetics ultimately needs to consider such factors, but a number of bulk models ignore the influences of surface kinetics even when a d is a constant. Such models may nevertheless remain valid, but only as long as a d is relatively large (>$0.1), which may be true at high supersaturations and at high temperatures [e.g., Lamb and Chen, 1995] . The low values of a d recently measured suggest that including surface kinetics may be necessary within bulk models. In this article, we provide a parameterization for the influence of surface kinetics on ice growth for bulk microphysical models.
Kinetic Corrections to Vapor Growth
[5] The effects of surface kinetics appear as modifications to the diffusion coefficients in the standard vapor growth equation,
where s i is the ice supersaturation, C is the capacitance, which is equal to the radius for a sphere, r is the radius of the equivalent spherical volume, the function G, which acts like a diffusion coefficient, is defined as [Pruppacher and Klett, 1997, p . 547]
where T is temperature, p is pressure, R v is the vapor gas constant, e i is the ice equilibrium vapor pressure, L s is the enthalpy of sublimation, and D* v and K* T are the kinetically modified vapor and thermal diffusivities, respectively. For our analysis, we have assumed spherical geometry for both simplicity and necessity. Necessity is crucial because it is yet unclear how one includes the deposition coefficient (which typically varies over each crystal face) into the capacitance model for vapor growth as used in numerical models. The simplicity inherent of spherical geometry suffices because a parameterization of a d should provide a first-order estimate of the reduction in vapor growth due to surface kinetics. So representing ice particles as equivalent volume spheres may be accurate enough for bulk model computations. Furthermore, Chen [1992] showed that assuming an equivalent volume sphere provides a relatively accurate approximation to the instantaneous growth of ice, at least at liquid water saturation.
[6] The corrections for surface kinetic effects are typically included through the modified vapor and thermal diffusivities [Pruppacher and Klett, 1997, p. 506, 509] ,
where r is the radius, D v and K T are the vapor and thermal diffusivities in air, respectively. D v and D T are the so-called vapor and thermal jump lengths, respectively, and each is proportional to the mean free path [see Pruppacher and Klett, 1997, pp. 506 -507] . The last two variables, l d and l T , are interpreted as kinetic length scales [e.g., Mordy, 1959] and are defined as
for the vapor kinetic length, and
for the thermal kinetic length. In the above, v v and v a are the mean speeds of vapor molecules and ''dry air'' molecules, respectively, R v is the specific gas constant for vapor, R d is the specific gas constant for ''dry'' air, and T is the temperature (all of which are in SI units). Because a T is thought to be near one, its impacts on growth are relatively minor, we do not attempt to parameterize its influence in this paper. Rather, we focus our attention on the deposition coefficient.
[7] The vapor kinetic length (l d , equation (4)) provides a useful scaling length for parameterizing a d . One may interpret l d as the length scale necessary to correct the classical, Maxwellian vapor gradient for the influences of surface kinetics. For instance, Figure 1 shows the profile of vapor density with distance away from the surface of an ice sphere. These profiles are given by [see Pruppacher and Klett, 1997, p. 506] 
where R is the radial distance from the particle center, r v,1 is the vapor density far from the particle, r v,i (T i ) = r v,i is the equilibrium ice vapor density evaluated at the temperature of the ice (T i ), and r is the radius of the sphere. For simplicity, we have assumed that the ice sphere is much larger than the vapor jump length (r ) D v ) which, at typical cirrus altitudes (p $ 200 hPa) and temperatures (T = À40 to À70°C) ranges from 0.27 to 0.23 mm. Classical, Maxwellian growth indicates that the surface should be at the equilibrium value (r v,i ). However, when surface kinetics are included, vapor uptake at the surface is reduced, which leads to an increase in the vapor density near the surface (Figure 1 ). The flux of vapor onto the surface of the ice sphere is the gradient of r v (R) evaluated at the surface of the ice sphere, so
Note that the kinetically limited flux is identical to the classical, Maxwellian flux if r + l d is interpreted as the effective size of the sphere at which the corrected gradient applies (see Figure 1) . As a result of this interpretation, we use l d as the appropriate scaling length in the parameterization that we present next.
Parameterizing Kinetic Effects
[8] Bulk models typically predict either the total mass of a given hydrometeor species (e.g., ice, snow, liquid, etc.) or the total mass and concentration. Consequently, in order to parameterize surface kinetic effects (through a d ) on vapor growth for a bulk microphysical model we require the time rate of change of the ice water content (IWC) which is given by the integral of the vapor growth rate over an assumed size distribution,
In the above equation, dm/dt is the vapor growth rate of a crystal of size r, and n(r) is the size distribution. Many numerical models use some form of the generalized gamma distribution to approximate n(r) [e.g., Walko et al., 1995] ,
where N i is the ice crystal number density, n is the distribution shape that controls the polynomial increase at small sizes, G is the gamma function, and r n is the so-called characteristic size.
The characteristic size has little physical meaning, but is related to the mean size through
This distribution is useful not only because it is a relatively good approximation of measured size spectra, but also because it is analytically integrable for classical Maxwellian growth, thereby eliminating costly numerical integration.
[9] In order to develop a parameterization of surface kinetic influences, one must deal with the fact that equation (10) is no longer analytically integrable because G is an implicit function of r. Figure 2 shows how G varies as a function of both r and a d . The curves for all a d are similar in shape and have the same limiting behavior. At large sizes, G approaches the classical Maxwellian case without kinetic corrections, and at small sizes, G approaches zero (no growth). The shape self-similarity of these curves suggests that limiting cases may be useful in parameterization development. The two most important limits are when r ) l d (when surface kinetics cause efficient growth) and r ( l d (when surface kinetics restrict growth). In this sense, our parameterization methodology has some similarities to the homogeneous freezing parameterization of Kärcher and Lohmann [2002] .
Efficient Growth Limit
[10] Surface kinetics do not limit growth when r ! 1, so r/(r + D v ) ! 1 and l d /r ! 0 in equation (3) Any parameterization of surface kinetics should be able to recover this limiting case.
Inefficient Growth Limit
[11] When surface kinetics (rather than diffusion) strongly limit growth, a d ( 1 and so l d ) r. This result means that l d /r) r/(r + D v ) in equation (3), and so D* v ! D v r/l d . In this limit, the function G in the vapor growth equation becomes
However, when growth is very inefficient the first term above dominates and a useful approximation is gained,
where
Consequently, G is approximately a linear function of r when surface kinetics dominate vapor deposition, which is indicated in Figure 2 by the dashed curve. In this limit, the mass growth equation is easily integrated,
Using the definition of the mean size (r), defining r 2 = r n G(n + 2)/G(n + 1), and using equation (15), we can write the kinetically limited growth in a more revealing form,
Note that this equation has exactly the same form as the classical Maxwellian equation (equation (13)), except that the radius in G is replaced with the second moment average radius, r 2 . This solution should be an excellent approximation in the limit of inefficient growth, as we shall show.
Intermediate Surface Kinetics
[12] Between the limits of inefficient and efficient growth, or where l d /r $ r/(r + D v ), is a region over which the vapor diffusion equation cannot be integrated analytically. Nevertheless, the approximate solution in the inefficient limit (equation (18)) suggests a possible method for the parameterization of dIWC/dt k within this region. Since the second moment average radius in G may be used to good approximation in the inefficient limit, it may be possible to use an appropriate average radius in G for the intermediate case.
For instance, Figure 2 shows that whereas G follows a linear r dependence in the inefficient growth limit, it tends to very roughly follow an r 1/2 dependence between the inefficient and efficient limits. We thus suggest using the radius
in G between the inefficient and efficient limits. This allows us to approximate the integrated vapor growth in this regime as
As we show below, equation (20) produces excellent agreement with accurate calculations of the growth rate in the intermediate regime.
Model Parameterization
[13] To use the above equations in a numerical model, one needs a method to choose effectively between the three cases (equations (13), (18), and (20)), which requires knowledge of the growth regime (inefficient, efficient, or intermediate) for a given value of a d . We suggest that the appropriate growth regime can be effectively chosen by comparing the average size to the kinetic length scale (l d ). A simple analytical way to make this choice is to use a weighted average size, namely
where min is a function that chooses the minimum between D/l d and 1. We use D in our weighting instead of r because it simply produces more accurate results. Note that the weighted average radius, r j , recovers the appropriate limits: in the inefficient limit, r j ! r 2 and in the intermediate regime r j ! r 1.5 . Note that we choose to continue using dependence.
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r j = r 1.5 as we approach the efficient limit because kinetic effects become small regardless of which average radius we use. We now use r j in the growth equation to complete our parameterization,
Hence computing the mass growth of a population of ice crystals now involves computing r j based on the kinetic length scale, and then using this size in the equation for IWC above. Such a parameterization can be readily implemented into explicit and implicit growth solutions for bulk models as outlined by Walko et al. [2000] .
[14] To illustrate the accuracy of equation (22), we have compared it to a numerical integration of the growth equation for specified gamma distributions. To remove the dependence on supersaturation, we have plotted the ratio of the kinetically limited growth to that of the classical Maxwellian growth (f a d ), as is shown in Figure 3 . An exponential size distribution was used (n = 1) as we expect the errors to be greatest for this distribution. The relative number of small particles, and hence kinetic influences, are greatest for this size distribution. Even for this (worst case) scenario, as Figure 3 shows, the parameterized growth is very accurate. The parameterization is most accurate in the efficient and inefficient limits, which is to be expected. The parameterization should be nearly exact as the inefficient and efficient limits are approached. The largest relative errors (Figures 3a and 3b) are encountered in the intermediate regime especially as the efficient limit is approached. However, the errors are never greater than about 4%, which is roughly the maximum error that the parameterization produces over a large range of T and p. The error decreases greatly for nonexponential size distributions (i.e., n > 1) and are rarely greater than 1% (not shown).
Modification for Nonspherical Particles
[15] The above parameterization assumes spherical ice crystals, whereas many bulk microphysical models assume nonspherical ice. To be consistent, a bulk parameterization of the deposition coefficient should take the nonspherical nature of the crystals into account. Alas, at present there is no general way to relate the deposition coefficient over the individual basal and prism faces of nonspherical crystals to the overall growth rate as given by the capacitance model. As a consequence, one needs to determine an appropriate equivalent spherical radius for use in the modified diffusion coefficient (e.g., equation (3)). We choose to use the radius of an equivalent volume sphere. While this choice cannot be defended rigorously, it is a reasonable choice and has at least some justification. For instance, the adaptive habit parameterization developed by Chen and Lamb [1994] uses the capacitance model to evolve the a and c axes of a crystal. This method approximates, quite accurately, the increase in mass of a crystal over a time step by assuming an equivalent volume sphere [Chen, 1992] . Since an equivalent volume sphere is a good approximation for the mass growth of a nonspherical particle without surface kinetic resistance to growth, we hypothesize that it is also a reasonable way to approximate the influence of the deposition coefficient.
[16] In order to use this method, the volume of nonspherical ice crystals needs to be computed. Most bulk models parameterize the mass using a mass-dimensional relationship, m(L) = a m L b m [e.g., Mitchell et al., 1990] , where L is the crystal maximum dimension. The volume of the crystal can then be derived either by using density relations, or functions that relate the minor axis (w) to the major axis of the crystal (w(L) = a w L b w ). For consistency, we use minor axis relationships that are derived from the same data sources as the mass-dimensional relationships used in our model [e.g., Auer and Veal, 1970] .
[17] The ice growth model also requires a mathematical form for the capacitance of the ice crystals. We use the capacitance of spheroids [Chen and Lamb, 1994] with the same a and c axes as our modeled crystals. Using the spheroidal capacitance is justified not only by the work of Chen and Lamb [1994] , but also by Westbrook et al. [2008] who show that the capacitance of hexagonal plates and columns is relatively well approximated (to about 15%) by spheroids. However, rosettes cannot be well approximated by spheroids and so we use the capacitance given by Westbrook et al. [2008] .
Influence of a d on Cirrus
[18] In order to illustrate the influence of the deposition coefficient on simulated cirrus cloud systems, we implemented our new parameterization into the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS [Cotton et al., 2003] ). Most prior studies of the influence of a d on cirrus employ model frameworks in which the dynamic motions either must be prescribed (e.g., parcel frameworks [Gierens et al., 2003; Kay et al., 2006] ) or are limited to one (vertical) dimension [e.g., Khvorostyanov et al., 2006 ]. An advantage of our bulk approach is that we can simulate an appropriate cloud dynamic response to a d . A disadvantage of the technique is that the response is limited by the simplicity of a bulk microphysical framework.
[19] We provide only a limited number of simulations in this paper in order to illustrate the implications of the parameterizations. A more exhaustive set of model simulations and analysis is the subject of a future paper.
Model and Case Description
[20] The model domain was set up as a two-dimensional Eddy Resolving Model with Dx = 100 m and Dz = 100 m within the cirrus layer. The vertical domain extended from the surface to approximately 16 km, and the horizontal domain was 40 km. Cyclic lateral boundary conditions were used, and a sponge layer six grid points deep was added at the top boundary. The microphysics used was the twomoment bulk microphysical package following Meyers et al. [1997] , Walko et al. [2000] , Saleeby and Cotton [2004] , and Saleeby and Cotton [2008] , which predicts the evolution of seven hydrometeor species: cloud water, rain, pristine ice, snow, aggregates, graupel and hail. RAMS has two vaporgrown ice categories, pristine ice and snow, which are distinguished primarily by size. The surface kinetics parameterization is applied to the pristine ice (15 -125 mm mean size) and snow (125 -10,000 mm mean size) categories, as these grow primarily by vapor deposition. All other ice categories grow primarily by collection. Both pristine ice and snow are assumed to be columns for all simulations. Nucleation in the model occurs through the homogeneous freezing of cloud and solution drops following Demott et al. [1994] , whereas heterogeneous freezing is parameterized following Meyers et al. [1992] . The number of heterogeneous ice nuclei (IN) follow a density-dependent scaling with height rendering the number of total IN available at cirrus altitudes to small numbers. Consequently, almost all ice crystals are formed in our simulations by homogeneous freezing. Solar and infrared radiative heating were computed using the model of Harrington and Olsson [2001] .
[21] The cirrus case simulated is that of the ''warm unstable'' case described by Liu et al. [2003] , which is representative of midlatitude (45°N) conditions. Each model run is initialized on the vernal equinox (21 March) at 1300 UTC, so that a significant amount of solar heating of the cloud layer occurs. The initial sounding represents a lower atmosphere that is thermodynamically stable and dry. Within the initial cloud layer (8 -8.5 km) the relative humidity over ice increases from 100 to 120% with a slight thermodynamic instability and a cloud top temperature of approximately À48°C. No large-scale forcing was applied to the simulations so that influences of a d on microphysics and cloud-generated dynamics could be explored. Turbulent motions were initialized with random perturbations applied to the potential temperature (q) of 0.1 K over the cloudy grid points. Simulations were conducted with the following deposition coefficients: a d = 1, 0.5, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, and 0.005. The lower limit for the value of a d = 0.005 was chosen based on the laboratory data of Magee et al. [2006] . Because no dynamic cloud model simulations at present have examined the influences of surface kinetics on feedbacks to cloud dynamics, we start with this case and provide a relatively detailed description of the cirrus microphysics and dynamics. The no-surface-kinetics case is then used as a framework for discussing the implications of surface kinetics for cirrus structure and evolution.
Simulation Results: No Kinetic Effects
[22] The evolution of the domain-averaged ice water path (IWP) when surface kinetics are neglected is presented in Figure 4a . The evolution of IWP from our model is similar to that of Liu et al. [2003] , a result to be expected given the fact that our case was derived from that work. As in the simulations of Liu et al. [2003] , the IWP increases quickly in time due to rapid nucleation and growth, which produces maximum ice concentrations (N i ) of about 6 cm À3 , followed by a decline in the IWP as ice crystals grow to large sizes and sediment out of the cloud layer. After about 8 hours of simulation time the cirrus cloud dissipates as the cloud scale vertical motions (Figure 5a ) weaken and are no longer able to support the larger ice crystals. (The vertical motions shown in Figure 5a are strictly for a d = 1, but the results are nearly identical to the case with no surface kinetics. Consequently, we use the a d = 1 case as a proxy for the no surface kinetics runs in this section.) Furthermore, the reduction in the vertical motions over time produces smaller ice supersaturations, weaker subsequent ice crystal nucleation, and consequently decreases in N i (Figure 4b) .
[23] The dynamical features of the simulated cirrus reflect the patterns of the microphysical variables. The reduction in the maximum up and downdraft speeds with time ( Figure 5a ) is due primarily to the fact that as the IWP and N i decrease, the amount of latent heating, solar heating and infrared cooling decrease as well. This pattern is shown not only in the time series of the domain-averaged maximum solar and infrared heating rates (Figure 5b ), but also in profiles of the ice water content (IWC) and radiative heating rates after 1 and 4 hours of simulation time ( Figure 6) ; note the much larger solar and infrared heating rates early in the simulation (1 hour) as compared to later (4 hours). As with other layered clouds (e.g., stratocumulus [Nicholls, 1989] ), radiative heating and cooling tend to dominate the buoyancy production of turbulent kinetic energy, and hence eddy strength, in cirrus clouds such as those simulated here (e.g., optically thick cirrus without mean shear [Starr and Cox, 1985b; Gu and Liou, 2000; Dobbie and Jonas, 2001; Liu et al., 2003] ). However, unlike stratocumulus, where solar heating typically suppresses cloud dynamics [e.g., Bougeault, 1985; Turton and Nicholls, 1987; Nicholls, 1989; Duynkerke and Hignett, 1993; Hartman and Harrington, 2005] , solar heating can increase the dynamic motions in simulated cirrus [e.g., Liu et al., 2003] . For instance, Figure 7a shows the cloud-integrated flux divergence for solar and infrared radiation over time. These quantities are, in essence, measures of the total solar flux absorbed and infrared flux emitted by the cloud layer, respectively, so they are therefore good proxies for the overall radiative energy gain and loss by the cloud layer. Early in the simulation (the first 2.5 hours), the total emitted infrared flux is relatively low, due primarily to the fact that strong cloud base infrared heating and cloud top cooling are occurring simultaneously (Figure 6a) . When integrated over the cloud layer, the total infrared effect is reduced. However, the combination of infrared heating from below, cooling at cloud top, and solar heating within the cloud layer leads to relatively strong buoyancy production of turbulent kinetic energy early in the simulation (Figure 5c ). Note that significant buoyancy is produced despite the fact that the net influence of radiation is to warm the cloud (positive net flux in Figure 7a ). After about 2.5 hours of simulation time, the cloud base infrared warming decreases nearly to zero and remains close to zero throughout the rest of the simulation (see, Figure 6b ). The lack of cloud base infrared warming causes a noticeable drop in the integrated buoyancy production at 2.5 hours (Figure 5c ).
[24] Cloud base infrared warming decreases over time because the cloud structure changes significantly. During the first two hours of the simulation, the cloud is a thick, unbroken sheet not unlike a stratocumulus deck (with a structure similar to that shown in Figure 8b) . Because of the sharp gradient of ice water content at cloud base, infrared warming of the base tends to be intense (Figure 6a ). However, around 2 hours into the simulation, the cirrus transitions into cirrus uncinus with precipitation tails (Figure 8a) . Because of the cloud tails, the cloud base infrared warming tends to disappear over time (Figure 6b) . Moreover, almost all of the IWC is contained within the updraft regions associated with the uncinus heads. Hence production of turbulence switches from being driven radiatively by infrared cloud top cooling and cloud base warming to being driven by solar and latent heating in the cirrus uncinus heads. Note that the signature of the uncinus is discernible in the time series of the total absorbed solar flux (Figure 7a ). The amount of total solar absorption rises and falls in pulses, due to the production cycle of the uncinus whereby heads form and then dissipate through precipitation [e.g., Heymsfield and Knollenberg, 1972; Heymsfield, 1975] . The uncinus signature in the total absorbed solar flux disappears after about 7 hours of simulation time as the uncinus features tend to dissipate. This dissipation is likely due to the fact that solar heating is decreasing in time as the sun is setting and hence solar heating no longer adds to the buoyancy of the uncinus heads. Note that the cirrus dissipates completely (Figure 4) around the time of sunset (10 hours, Figure 7a ).
Simulation Results: Influence of Surface Kinetics
[25] The surface kinetics significantly influence cirrus cloud microphysics, dynamics, and cloud structure. For instance, note that the evolution of the maximum ice concentration (N i ) and the IWP depend greatly on the assumed value of a d (Figure 4) . As has been shown by prior studies, N i is relatively independent of a d until a d falls below about 0.1 [e.g., Gierens et al., 2003; Kay and Wood, 2008] . Below a d = 0.1 maximum ice concentrations rise from about 6 cm À3 to about 25 cm
À3
, and simulation-averaged ice supersaturations within the cloud layer increase from about 10% to 20% (Figure 9 ), which matches results from prior simulations [e.g., Gierens et al., 2003; Khvorostyanov et al., 2006; Lohmann et al., 2008] . It is important to keep in mind that ice nucleation in our simulations is dominated by homogeneous freezing. The slowed vapor growth of the crystals leads to higher supersaturations, which allows for greater nucleation rates. That our microphysical results with surface kinetics match those of prior works with more detailed microphysical models gives us some confidence that our parameterization is operating correctly. Our results also suggest that small values of a d should lead to longer cloud lifetimes (8 hours without surface kinetics, but up to 16 hours with a d = 0.005) and higher overall IWPs. When growth is kinetically limited, the larger crystal concentrations, and slower growth rates, lead to smaller particles with weaker sedimentation velocities, hence the higher IWPs (Figure 4a) .
[26] The reason for the enhanced cloud longevity, and higher IWPs, however, is due not only to the direct effect of the slower growth rates produced by the lower values of a d , it is also due to a radiative dynamic response. Dobbie and Jonas [2001] have shown that radiation increases cirrus longevity, an effect that is enhanced when a d is small and vapor growth is inefficient. As Figure 5a shows, stronger up and downdrafts (by about 50%) tend to be produced when growth is inefficient (a d = 0.005), which provides lofting support for the smaller crystals. As discussed above, these eddies are produced primarily by buoyancy which is tied to the strength of the radiative heating and cooling of the cloud layers. When growth is inefficient, ice concentrations are higher for a given IWP, which leads to stronger maximum solar heating and infrared cooling rates in the cloud (Figure 5b ), more net radiative heating of the cloud layer (Figure 7b) , and therefore to stronger buoyancy production ( Figure 5c ) and stronger eddies. Inefficient growth leads not only to stronger dynamics, but also to a more layered cloud structure over time (see Figure 8b and note the lack of pulses in the total solar flux absorbed in Figure 7b ). Unlike the uncinus features that occur when a d is large and growth is efficient, these layered cirrus tend to be driven by cloud top infrared radiative cooling. Consequently, the dynamic driver of these clouds remains as the solar heating goes to zero. The fact that infrared cooling drives these clouds is indicated by the increase in w max after the sun sets (10 hours, a d = 0.005; Figure 5a ). Although not shown, the mean turbulent kinetic energy also increases at this time, from about 0.09 m 2 s À2 to 0.2 m 2 s À2 . This radiative dynamic response, along with smaller, more numerous particles, allows for the stratiform structure and extended lifetime of the cirrus (up to 6 hours past sunset) when a d is small.
[27] In order to gain a sense of how a range of a d impacts cloud structure and dynamics, we show 10-hour averages of cloud fraction, maximum up and downdraft speed, and infrared cooling and solar heating rates in Figures 9 and 10 . For a d > 0.1 little impact on cloud fraction, cloud dynamics, and cloud radiative heating and cooling rates are observed. In fact, it is these values of a d for which the simulated cirrus uncinus tend to appear. When a d < 0.1, cloud fraction increases, as does the radiative heating and cooling, and consequently the cloud dynamics. Cirrus uncinus rarely appear once a d < 0.05, and the clouds tend to maintain a structure that is closer to cirrostratus or cirrocumulus. These results suggest that surface kinetics could play a significant role in cirrus cloud structure and evolution, 
Summary and Concluding Remarks
[28] In this paper we have described a parameterization for including the effects of surface kinetics through the deposition coefficient in bulk microphysical models. The parameterization makes use of limiting cases and the kinetic length scale for deposition as an appropriate scaling length for kinetic effects. We have shown that the parameterization is relatively accurate and likely within the range of errors associated with the many approximations required of bulk models.
[29] The new parameterization is tested with simulations of a warm, unstable cirrus case under calm conditions (without wind shear). The unstable case was chosen to examine potential dynamic feedbacks to cirrus. Simulations of cirrus with the new parameterization suggest that the parameterization is working correctly, as our results tend to match those of prior studies using detailed microphysics. The microphysics of the simulated cirrus become sensitive to a d when a d < 0.1, with the ice concentrations and ice supersaturations increasing as a d decreases.
[30] In contrast to other studies with a d , our simulations are able to capture dynamic feedbacks associated with changes in microphysical growth. One of the key findings from our initial simulations is that a d has a strong influence on cirrus dynamics, which then feeds back into the cloud structure and affects both the way the cloud is driven dynamically and the cloud lifetime. For instance, when growth is efficient (a d = 1) the initially layered cirrus transitions into broken cirrus uncinus cells because of the strong vapor growth process, which limits ice crystal nucleation and produces large crystals. Once formed, these cells appear to be driven primarily by latent and solar heating of the uncinus heads. As sunset occurs and solar heating goes to zero, the uncinus heads rapidly dissipate.
[31] When growth is inefficient (a d = 0.005), the simulated cirrus clouds tend to remain layered because the weaker growth process allows for higher supersaturations, higher crystal concentrations, and therefore weaker crystal fallout [similar to Kay et al., 2006; Lohmann et al., 2008] . These clouds rarely transition into uncinus. Unlike uncinus, these stratiform cirrus clouds are driven primarily by cloud top radiative cooling. As a consequence, once sunset occurs, the dynamic motions in these clouds tend to increase, which helps extend their lifetime for up to 6 hours [see Dobbie and Jonas, 2001] .
[32] Though we have shown a strong response of cirrus microphysical, structural, and dynamical evolution to surface kinetics, our results beg the question as to what value of a d should be used in a numerical model. The lab measurements of Magee et al. [2006] suggest a very low value of a d at temperatures near À50°C. In contrast, Kay and Wood [2008] have suggested that a d of 0.1 tends to produce the best match with current cirrus data. Furthermore, the global climate simulations of cirrus by Lohmann et al. [2008] tend to show that low values of a d produce large concentrations of small ice that do not sediment quickly from the atmosphere, the consequences being that both solar and infrared radiative forcings are overestimated. Alas, at present we simply lack the data necessary to state with any certainty which value of a d should be used. The experiments by Magee et al. [2006] were done only at moderately low temperatures and at low supersaturations. Furthermore, many lab studies have been done over the years to understand how ice crystal growth, habit formation, and evolution depend on the surface incorporation of water molecules [e.g., Lamb and Scott, 1974; Sei and Gonda, 1989; Nelson and Knight, 1996; Libbrecth, 2003] . Many of these studies derive deposition coefficients for individual crystal facets. While these data are useful for detailed models of individual crystal growth [e.g., Nelson and Baker, 1996; Wood and Baker, 2001] , it is yet unclear how they can be used to provide estimates of the particle-averaged deposition coefficients that are needed for the capacitance growth model (which is used in many cloud models.).
[33] More to the point, and as we stated in our introduction, it is unlikely that the deposition coefficient is a constant value anyway. It likely depends not only on temperature, but also on supersaturation and particle size [e.g., Sei and Gonda, 1989; Lamb and Chen, 1995; Nelson and Knight, 1996; Libbrecth, 2003] . Ice crystals growing with variable a d would have important implications for cloud modeling studies. For instance, the work of Sheridan [2008] , in which a d is predicted following the method of Lamb and Chen [1995] , has shown that small values of a d may be associated with clouds that have weak vertical motions, whereas larger values may occur under strong vertical motions. Consequently, the actual value of a d may depend on the dynamic driver that forces the cirrus cloud motions. If this work is in the right direction, then there could, and likely should, be feedbacks between cloud dynamics in cirrus and the deposition coefficient itself. Our results suggest that such nonlinear coupling between microphysics and dynamics could lead to vastly different cloud structures over time. 
